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Accounting and Auditing

The American Institute of Certified Public Accoun-
tants is preparing to publish its new guide, Audits of
Colleges and Universities, the first such guide in the
field of higher education and a document certain to
have great influence on institutional accounting and
reporting practices.

In publishing the accompanying paper NACUBO
presents for the information of its members d compre-
hensive analysis of the guideand particularly of its
significance in relationship to CUBA (1968)by a
man uniquely equipped to make such comment.
Mr. Robinson not only is Chairman of the AICPA
committee by which the guide was developed, but he
also serves, as lie has served since its inception, as 'in
ex officio member of the NACUBO Accounting Prin-
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chiles Committee. His paper is considered by the
Accounting Principles-Committee a full and balanced
coverage of a development in which NACUBO has
a deep interest.

The present text brings up to date materials pre-
sented by Mr. Robinson at the 1973 workshop of the
Eastern Association. It highlights those points
upon which the AICPA committee respondedfavor-
ably in almost all casesto the NACUBO recommen-
dations submitted to AICPA by the Board of Directors
last December (NACUBO Special Report 72-13). In
the new revision of CUBA now going forward
NACUBO's Accounting Principles Committee will
be reexamining principles in the light of the thinking
that went into the development of the guide.

OVER THREE YEARS AGO the American Institute
of Co tihed Public Accountants created a Committee
on College and Unit ersity Accounting and Auditing.
Since that time, the committee has been developing an
audit guide that would serve as an authoritative
source of information to the independent auditor in
performing his attest function for institutions of
higher education.

From the inception of its work, this committee has
received important support and cooperation from
the college and university community. First of all,
the committer was able to make extensive use of liter-
ature already in the field, most particularly the 1968
revision of College and University Business eldmin-
istraoon published by the American Council on Edu-
cation. Secondly, two representatives of the National
Association of Coll''ge and University Business Of-

firers have served as NACUBO's liaison representa-
tives to the Institute, participating in all meetings of
the Institute committee almost from the beginning.*
As Chairman of the Institute committee, I have acted
as liaison with the NACUBO Accounting Principles
Committee. In this fa,hion; a very close working re-
lationship was maintained over the entire pc' iced of
thedevelopment of the audit guide.

It is important to note that prim to this, the wino'
«immines of the Institute had done little to ploy ide
specific guidance to independent auditors' working
with nonprofit organizations generally. Almost all

*7! -IC: 730's representatives are Clarence Selig's,
Executive rice President, 7'ulane University, and
Robert B. Gilmore, Vice President for Business and
Finance, California Institute of Technology.,
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pronouncements of the Accounting Principles Board
(APB) and the Committee on Auditing Procedures
(CAP) were limited to business enterprises. In the late
1960s, however, the Institute became deeply involved
in nonprofit accounting through the creation of a half
dozen committees that were chat ged with the respon-
sibility of producing audit guides for such diverse
entities as hospitals colleges and universities, private
foundations, voluntary health and welfare organiza-
tions, governmental organizations and the like. One
of the conceit's of the Institute, then and now, is the
different ways in which diverse types of nonprofit
organizations treat the same types of financial trans-
action. Of concern to some, too, are the differences
between nonprofit and business enterprise accounting
practices, particularly with regard to fund accounting,
depreciation, and determination of net income. These
multiple activities and concerns made more difficult
the work of the College and University Committee
and influenced, to some extent, some of the final deci-
sions respecting specific accounting practices sanc-
tioned or prohibited by the audit guide.

Exposing the Audit Guide Draft

By the summer of 1972, a draft of the guide was
approved for exposure by the Institute's senior com-
mittees. Arrangements were made through NACUBO
to provide copies to all mein her institutions and to
other institutions and interested organizations. Re-
gional meetings were held under the auspices of the
four regional business officer associations. Individual
college officials, independent C.P.A.s, state auditors,
coordinating councils of higher education, and state
C.P.A. society representatives wrote in their com-
ments. All of these materials were made available to
all committee members and the NACUBO liaison
representatives. Finally NACUBO presented a sum-
mary position paper prepared by its Accounting
Principles Committee and approved by its Board of
Directors. Our committee met three times, during
which all significant comments were reviewed, many
issues were thoroughly reconsidered, some important
changes were made, the guide was completely re-
written, and the revised draft was submitted for ballot,
approved by the committee, and referred to the APB
for final approval, which it has received.

For the most part, much of what is in the audit
guide will be familiar to most college and university
business officers, par tly because it carries forward what
has been recognized as generally accepted in the
industry for many years, and partly because of the ex-
tensive publicity and discussion that has surrounded
the development of the guide over the past three and
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one-half years. tainly this particular publication
should tome as no stunt ise to anyone who has stayed
up to date with the literature mining out of NACU BO,
and elsewhere.

At the same time, there are some differences be-
tween the audit guide and the 1968 version of the
CUBA manual. It would be useful, I think, to high-
light what these are. In addition, there are some
thoughts about future developments which I would
like to mention that might be useful in pointing out
the differences between what could be achieved in an
audit guide and what might be done when research
of a different sort is possible,

The Differences in Basic Statements

The first type of difference between the guide and
the manual is in the preferred forms of presentation of
the basic financial statements. Essentially, the balance
sheet is not radically different from that shown in the
manual, although greater attention is shown to the
need to distinguish between unrestricted and restricted
funds in each of the fund groups. The statements of
changes in fund balances, which are presented sep-
arately in the manual, are pulled together in a colum-
nar statement and drown as Exhibit B in the guide.
Much attention and thought were given to the col-
umnar statement of changes in fund balances and
some important rearrangement of information is set
forth in the sample exhibit. For one thing, the cut rent
funds, particularly unrestricted current funds, are re-
ported broad in this statement rather than net. The
revenues and other additions are reported first, fol-
lowed by expenditures and other deductions, transfers
among funds, and finally a net change for the year for
each of the fund groups. This is followed by the open-
ing balance and then the closing balance. In this
fashion, a better view of the total activity for the year
can be presented to the reader and certain key relation-
ships among the funds are highlighted.

One of the most important changes relates to the
statement of current funds revenues, expenditures and
transfers, which is referred to in the guide as the state-
ment of current funds revenues, expenditures, and
other changes. This is more than simply a change in
terminology, but rather retie( is the fact that this third
statement is supportive of the statement of changes in
fund balances rather than being something totally
detached from it. The concept here is that the bottom
line on the statement of current funds revenues, expen-
ditures, and other changes must be absolutely the same,
both for unrestricted and restricted current funds, as
that shown in the statement of changes in fund bal-
ances. Furthermore, the so-called -gifts applied"
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method of reporting unrestricted gifts, as illustrated
and deq ribed in the manual, is eliminated in the
guide. In its place is the requirement to report all un-
restricted gifts in the statement of (went funds te)
enues, expenditures, and other changes in the year
le( eiy ed A separate column might be used id that
statement pot gifts, but a total column must then be
used showing the total of all tiansactions related to
unrestricted cuttent funds.

A somewhat greater emphasis is also placed in the
guide on the requirement to provide additional in fou-
rnation concerning iny eminent pet foiman«.. With the
achent of the total return concept and the greater
awareness of the need to increase the prcxhu tivity of
endowment and similar funds, the readers of financial
statements of colleges and min ersities are looking
mow c lowly at investment performan«.. To date, the
disclostne requirements have been very slim and we
feel that this ought to be improved.

Approval of the Market rattle Option

.1 c lowly related i istw,, namely, the %aim at whit h
in estments are to be (atried, became a last minute
change in the guide and similatly a last minute differ-
em c between the guide and the manual. The manual
has (onststemly taken the position that investments
should be (allied at cost 01 at fair %Atte at date of con-
ti anum, Up nntil the final moments below the APB
action. the audit ).,rtide took the same position. The
«munince, however, had agreed eat het that if (intent
mat ket %alms «ld he considered as an .1( mitable
a Itonat iy c to «At, the guide should take that position.
Just helot e taking this action concerning the audit
guide fin colleges and un iy crsit les, the APB had agteed
10 allow market as an alternative in another audit
guide foi another branch of the nonprofit sec tot that
was being appioscd for exposure, Thus, when it came

to the college and university audit guide, the APB
approved the inclusion of ctirrent market or fair values
as an acceptable alterna the to cost, provided this basis
was used for all investments of all funds excepting, of
course, investment in physical plant. While current
market or fair values are not required and educational
institutions can continue le to use cost as 111051 have done,
those wishing to apply the current market value basis
to all investments will be able to do so.

An area of some difference, although not particu-
larly significant in one sense, concerns the old argu-
ment about depreciation. The basic concept in fund
accounting of maintaining the segregation between
cunent funds and plant funds, and, therefore, a com-
plete reduction of current funds for all capital outlay
as financed from that source, is carried forward in the
audit guide: In this respect, it is the same as the man-
ual. On the other hand, the guide does provide for a
method of re«m ding depreciation in the investment
in plant fund subgroup of the plant funds group, if
the institution so &sites., While this is not mandato' y,
it does ptovide an outlet for those institnlions that
feel it inqmttant to record &pie( iat ion in the mantle'
of whet types of elite' prises. We Wiese that in the
future this may become a Irwin ement in Cocain fed-
eral teimbut semen t programs. Thus it seems hotel to
provide lot this method than to leave the subject

"unmentioned.
An arca that was discussed at great length, and

which teplesents somewhat of a return to an odder
«incept, «mmertis funds held in trust by othns. Basi-
cally the audit gunk teopns the feasibility of inc hid-
ing sue It funds in the basic fi,:atu ial statements under
( ertain (itc ttnistan«.s and in the ptesclue of (main
ty pes of ( !aims.

Institutions ()penned by religious groups ate
c hanging some of quit methods, paid( !dal ly with
respect to the us otding of «mut iltml sets i«,, and
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therefore some changes from the manual are incorpo-
rated in the guide. Further requirements for disclosure
concerning the availability of physical facilities not
owned by the institution and any related debt are in-
corwrrat,d in the guide,

"Fl Le endowmcn t at ea received a great deal of atten-
tion fot obvious reasons. One of the changes that rep-
resents a departure from the manual is the elimination
of that form of endowment income stabilization re-
serve which has been created by holding back pooled
endowment income from the annual distribution to
the income accounts. This type of reserve tends to dis-
tort the reporting of current period earnings. It also
results in the co-mingling of restricted and unre-
stricted funds in a manner that makes it impossible to
distinguish between them. Reservations of unre-
st*icted current funds to meet unexpected losses in
endowment income in the future can still be estab-
lished, but this would be done after all current period
earnings had been recognized as revenues.

The Treatment of Endowment Gains

The more ticklish problem of dealing with endow-
ment and similar funds investment gains received not
only a great deal of discussion, but has the longest
treatment in the guide of any specific technical prob-
lem. Actually, the guide winds up in exactly the same
position as the manual by maintaining the traditional
distinction between ordinary income going into the
income accounts and gains and losses being accounted
for in the principal accounts. In addition, as is stated
in the manual, any net gains or original principal of
endowment and similar funds appropriated for expen-
diture would be treated as a transfer from one fund
group to another and not as revenue in the receiving
fund. Therefore, the guide and manual are the sante
in their conclusions. The manual, however, did not
give any extensive treatment to the most recent devel-
opments in the field concerning total return and, as a
result, a number of institutions have begun to develop
rather unique and imaginative styles of computation
and reporting of income from endowments. It seemed
to the AICPA committee that some method of control-
ing the situation was required until something better
could be developed. I shall return to this subject later.

Another issue resulting in a difference between
the guide and manual was the treatment of expired
term endowments which become unrestricted funds
upon the expiration of the endowment restriction.
This condition is treated in the manual as a transfer
to unrestricted current funds. The guide requires treat-
ing this as new unrestricted funds and, therefore, un-
restricted current funds revenue in that year. A distinc-
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don, howevet , should be made in the reports between
such unexpired term endowments and whet gifts of an
unrestricted name received during that pet loci. In this
fashion, duplication of the reporting of total gifts will
be avoided.

Debt Services as Transfers

Debt service on educational plant is treated differ-
ently in the audit guide. The guide calls for a treat-
ment of debt service financed from (intent funds on
educational plant parallel to the treatment afforded to
debt service on auxiliary enterprise plant. The final
conclusion on this, following particularly the recom-
mendation of NACUBO, is to twat both types of debt 044

service as transfers. However, the guide goes further
and distinguishes between transfers of this sot t which
are considered to be of a mandatory nature because of
the bonded indebtedness and surrounding legal re-
quirements and transfers which might be made at the
discretion of the governing board once year and not the
next A similar mandatory transit,' is the matching
funds requited under National Defense Student Loan
.rogram when financed from current unrestricted

funds. These mandatory transfers are distinguished
from other transfers of a voluntary nature which are
treated separately in the statements.

Another item of difference concerns provision for
encumbrances. The audit guide provides that account-
ing for encumbrances should be in accordance with
the accrual basis of accounting so that expenditures
should include only amounts associated with goods
and services received and that liabilities include only
the unpaid amounts associated with such expendi-
tures. Provision for encumbrances, therefore, would
remain on the balance sheet only as a reservation of
fund balances or reservation of appropriation balances.
We received a number of comments from state institu-
tions stating that they were required to treat these
items otherwise. Yet in spite of repeated requests by us
for written documentation concerning such require-
ments, nothing was presented to us in writing support-
ing such a contention. Even in those cases where such
requirements might be legally enforced, it seems to as
that the institution should report in accordance v.- ;h
the law, but if it results in a substantial variation from
generally accepted accounting principles, then the
auditor should take an exception in his report.

Annuity funds is another area which called for
some changes from the manual. Annuity funds in-
volve the obligation to make fixed payments. At any
given date, the insti talon has a liability for the present
value of all future payments estimated to be made
over the lifetime of the annuitant. The actuarially
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computed liability should be «14 ted and any excess
of net assets over that liability would be repotted as
a fund balance.

Agency funds have continued to be confusing and
that confusion seemed to us to compounded by the
tumli" requirement to report the changes in fund
balances of such funds. The guide makes the Point that
then: are no fund balances wally, but only liabilities
lot amounts due to others. Thus, the term "fund bal-
ance' should not be associated with agency funds, and
no statement of changes in fund balances is required.

The Decision on Pledges

The subject of pledges produced a rather interesting
situation. We were informed by the NACUBO Account-
ing Principles Committee that the recommendation
in the exposufe, draft of the guide requiring the inclu-
sion of plf.dges receivable in the financial statements
produced a unanimous agreement among all institu-
tions of higher education for the first time. The unani-
mous position of course, was against such inclusion.
After considering fully the arguments presented by
NACUBO, ve changed the guide so that it now pro-
vides that pledges of a substantial amount should be
disclosed in notes to the financial statements rather
than including them within the statements as such un-
less the net realizable amounts of such pledges could
be determined. The assumption is, in accordance with
the representations of NACUBO and member institu-
tions, that in most uses such determination is not
feasible..

Current funds revenues and expenditures cate-
gories were a subject on which the Institute committee
looked to NACUBO for guidance entirely so that what
came out could be most useful to the industry., The
changes incorporated in the guide included such
things as grouping revenues and expenditures under
two major subdivisionseducational and general and
auxiliary enterprises with student aid being folded
into educational and general. Furthermore, revenues
are now more nearly described by source. Certain func-
tional terms, such as sponsored research and other
sponsored programs, have been eliminated as revenue
categories. Within educational and uncial expendi-
tures, staff benefits is no longer shown separately.

Finally, the audit guide includes certain disclo-
sure requirements to meet new opinions of the Insti-
tute's Accounting Principles Board which were issued
after the 1968 Revision of CUBA was published.

Now, some words about the future of financial re-
porting for colleges and universities. It seems to me
that with this audit guide we now have, for the first
time, a stronger tool to use in bringing about a higher

degree of uniformity in financial repotting by institu-
tions of higher education. The audit guide will act as
authoritative literature which the independent C.P.A.
must pay attention to when he renders an opinion on
financial statements of such institutions. At the same
time, because of the way we have worked so closely
with NACUBO, it seems to me that thew is a greater
impetus to mmpliance with the audit guide, including
the changes referred to wilier.

In many ways, though, the audit guide is a begin-
ning and not an end of an evolutionary process that
must continue. The guide is not an appropriate
vehicle for breaking wholly new ground or for explor-
ing new concepts radical,/ different from current
established practice. There are at least five mayor areas
of inquiry that I see calling for much intensive study.
Let me mention them only briefly.

The Use of Financial Statements

First, there is the whole quest,on of the way in
which financial statements of colleges and univer-
sities are used. Many times our committee members
debated this issue among themselves and with others
and had to make many assumptions about who the
readers of the statements are and what their needs me.
Like all other situations, one set of financial state-
ments will not meet all needs of all readers. We were
dealing with one very highly stylized type of financial
report, namely, the published annual report. There
are many other types of reporting vehicles and many
other reporting requirements. A growing number of
people arc seriously questioning the fundamental as-
sumptions inherent in the use of fund accounting as a
basic posture from which to express and view financial
activity of colleges. These people would prefer to see
something much more like a business enterprise's
financial statements, and one that combines many of
the figures that are now shown separately, They feel
that the reader is confused by the multiplicity of fund
groups, by the columnar form of statement presenta-
tion, and by the failure to readily identify a single
figure which will summarize everything that has hap-
pened for the year. These same people feel that they
are getting such information from financial statements
of business enterprises, and they want to see the same
thing in nonprofit organizations. Certainly business-
men who arc members of governing boards of these
institutions feel uncomfortable and do not always
have the patience or the time to learn what the tradi-
tional statements are trying to say. And after the)
leant, perhaps they are not really interested.

One of the interesting observations here is that
while these persons would see colleges move more
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to what business ntrptises have done in the past,
business enterprises. in turn, are turning away from
what they have been doing and, in some ways, have
been um) ing toward what colleges have been doing
fin deca(es. Tl glowing importance and precmi-
nem c of the statement of soulee and application of
funds is one sue h indication. This kind of information
is ahead) 1)1°6(1(1 very clearly by the statement of
changes in fund balances of a college.. It is only now
beginning to be appreciated by business enterprises.

enhlss, this is an area that needs a great deal
more exploration, inquiry and debate.

The Treatment of Total Return

'11w second area that needs a great deal of reexami-
nation is the concept of total rctutn and the attendant
problem of income definition. The audit guide con-
tains an xtmonlinarily detailed treatment of the
subject in the form of a summarization of what has
happened in the past, and where we stand at the pres-
ent time: It holds on to the traditional method of a. -
counting only because the committee could not see a
clear path to some wholly new concept of the definition
of income which was objectively detefininable. If the
total mum concept and other types of management
strategies for controlling investments are to be success-
fully carried out, then some new method of determin-
ing what income wally is must be developed. The
guide does pros ide some excellent guides to the direc-
tion in which future inquiry must go. But such in-
quiry would, of necessity, be a long, involved, and
careful effort before sonic wholly new concept could
be develoixd. Until it is developed, however, I believe
that thew is going to be an awful lot of unhappiness
among those who are attempting to institute some of
the mow esoteric approaches towatd investment
management.,

Calegorws of Current bunds Revenues 'Expenditures

I he thud area needing further study «icttis the
rat ego' les of aturent funds revenues and expendittu es.
As was stated cal lie', the categories used in the guide
(rime bout NACUBO. These were wally Ieworkings
of the traditional sour«.s and tune t ions that have been
used b) !tight.' education for decades. The work of
WICIIE, and NCIIEMS, the emerging important e of
program budgeting with its 4ttendant plogialifaissi-
fication sun( nue, and the desire on the part of some
institutions to be able to compar program costs on an
into-institutional basis, ultimately must for« a t e-

examination of the way in which current funds expn-
ditures, at least, are reported in college financial

repot's. Sean ping inquiry in this area is going to base
to take plat e so that people can (le( ide what it is that
they can and should be reporting to the public and
what it is that is useful fot internal management.

Coupling Finatu tal and Statistual Infounation

11w fourth area of/the repot ting whir It i5 totally
unxplowd as fat as I am «mecumd is that of coupling
financial information with statistical information so
as to rela students, faculty, staff, pt Isical facilities,
course offerings, and the like to the financial effects.
The 'rime I work with financial statements, the more
I haw come to believe that financial statements stand-
ing alone can provide only a minimum of information
to a leader who is seeking a thorough undelstanding
of what is happening in the educational institution
I suspect that the day is not too fat away when no fi-
nancial report worthy of the name will be issued in
the absence of correlatise statistical info' 'nation that
breathes life into the financial data and makes the
entice institution mote understandable to the reader.:

Greater Uniformity Among Nonprofits

The fifth area of concent which has not )et been
dealt with adequately is the question of whethet there
ought to be a greater degree of umfotmity among all
or many of the Moen' types of nonprofit olganiza-
lions, among them being colleges and universities. As
time goes on, univetsities ale going to hale to pay mote
attention to what other types of nonprofit institu-
tions ate doing, and vue versa.

And so It seems to me that this audit guide marks,
perhaps, the end of an eta, seeking to stabilize what
can he accommodated today so that we can move on
with the question of what ought to be in the future..
Fortunate!), accounting and financial repotting is an
an and not a sc ien«. Each day we leant something
new, so( let) 's needs change, and we can change to
meet these needs. Questioning the old, or what exists,
is always necessary. But, like othet institutions in
soc icty, we c an Only move forward front a strong base,.

My hope is that this audit guide will pros ide that
film base upon which you and others to ome can
build and that the !ratin of mutual effort and suppol t
that was established between your profession and ours
in the «ropetati) e efforts of out «nninittes will pm-
) ide a dui( ie 101 even greater prowess in tie- future
for the ads immuent and impunement of financial
repotting for higher education.


